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Chapter 2726 
“Isa, is Mr. Chen okay?” 

Yihe Yaohuang asked! 

“It’s not a big deal, it’s just that the physical strength is exhausted, and I’m 

recovering from practicing at this time!” 

Princess Isa said! 

At this moment, Huben was led into the hall by the guards! 

But before Yihe Yaohuang got angry, Huben suddenly knelt down on the 

ground and said with a face full of remorse, “Demon Emperor, I didn’t obey 

your order and did something to David without authorization. You punish me! 

” How to punish me, I have absolutely no complaints, the reason why I unite 

with that Li Xing is to be able to deal with that David, and I have absolutely no 

intention of betraying the Demon Emperor!” “I like Princess Isa, so 

David is here, Isa The princess only has eyes for him, so I must drive him 

away.” 

Huben said very sincerely, but at this moment, Yihe Yaohuang was a little at a 

loss! 



Huben likes Yisha, Yihe Yaohuang has long known that, now that Huben does 

such a thing, he must be dazzled by love! 

And for so many years, Hu Ben has been loyal, and Yihe’s anger just now has 

disappeared a lot in Hu Ben’s words! 

Huben is a loyal subordinate, he will do things recklessly only for Yisha! 

“Hu Ben, I’ve said it before. I don’t like you. It’s impossible for the two of us. 

Why do you pester me?” 

Princess Isa frowned slightly! 

“Princess Isa, you are a goddess in my eyes. Although I know you don’t like 

me, I hope you don’t deprive me of the right to like you. 

” In my whole life, I will never fall in love with other women again!” “ 

I know that the mistake I made this time is absolutely unforgivable, so I hope 

that I can die in the hands of Princess Isa!” 

“Princess Isa, come on, if I can die by your hands, I will die with no regrets…” 

Huben knelt on the ground, closed his eyes, and waited for Isa to make a 

move! 

But Hu Ben is more like this, Yisha is not willing to do anything, not to mention 

she has no intention of killing Huben! 

“Hu Ben, I think you have been loyal for so many years, this time I will not 

sentence you to death.” “ 

Go to the water prison for a few days by yourself, it is your punishment!” “ 

But let me tell you, if you dare to fight If Mr. Chen is disrespectful, then you 

will surely die!” 



Yihe Yaohuang said! 

“Thank you for not killing the Demon Emperor, I will never be disrespectful to 

Mr. Chen again!” 

Huben hurriedly kowtowed to thank him! 

With his head down, Hu Ben backed out slowly, just as he exited the hall, a 

stern look flashed in Hu Ben’s eyes! 

“Father, why do I feel like this Hu Ben is a different person, and he speaks a 

little differently!” “The words 

just now didn’t seem to come from Hu Ben’s mouth. “ 

Princess Isa looked at Hu Ben’s back and said with some puzzlement! 

In fact, what Huben said was all explained by Li Xing in advance, otherwise, 

with Huben’s dumbfounded look, how could he say such things! 

“Perhaps he really realized his mistake, and putting him in a dungeon now is 

considered a punishment!” “ 

You should go and see Mr. Chen quickly, and cultivate more relationships with 

Mr. Chen!” 

Yihe Yaohuang asked Yisha The princess went to accompany David, and 

hoped that Isa would develop a relationship with David! 

One must know that David is the master of the Tianlong Palace, and his 

identity is many times stronger than that of Yihe. Although Yihe is the king of 

demons, he is just an excuse under David’s hands! 

Yihe knows that there are thirteen halls in the entire Tianlong Temple, after 

him, there will definitely be more powerful halls! 



“Father, why do you say that to me, how shy…” 

After finishing speaking, Princess Isa turned around and ran towards the place 

where David lived! 

Chapter 2727 
Huben was locked in the water prison for three days. Although he was locked 

inside, Huben’s freedom was not under control! 

So Huben has been watching, if Li Xing leads people to ambush near the 

Yaohuang City, he can walk out of the water prison, treat Yihe Yaohuang and 

Princess Yisha to dinner, and give them medicine! 

And David also practiced for three full days. Apart from comprehending the 

Running Thunder Palm, he also had to continuously refine the Ultimate Fire in 

his body. He hoped that one day the Running Thunder Palm and the Ultimate 

Fire would merge! 

On this day, while David was still practicing, Yisha cooked the meal herself and 

brought it to David! 

David’s diet and daily life these days are all taken care of by Princess Isa 

herself! 

In fact, David understands Princess Ye Shao’s thoughts, and he also takes 

Princess Isa’s dedication seriously, but he can’t promise Princess Isa anything 

yet! 

“It’s time to eat…” 

Princess Isa called David! 



David slowly opened his eyes, and was about to get out of bed to eat, when 

suddenly a red light flashed across his waist, followed by Liu Ruyan’s anxious 

voice! 

When David left, he gave Liu Ruyan a sound transmission jade slip, just so that 

Liu Ruyan could find him anytime if he had urgent matters! 

“David, where are you?” 

Liu Ruyan asked anxiously! 

“Miss Liu, I’m near the Jade Cauldron Sect. What’s the matter?” 

David didn’t say that he was in the Demon Imperial City. He was afraid that Liu 

Ruyan might misunderstand. Zongmen, not so polite! 

“Great, then hurry up, Hu Yixiao brought people back, and now I have ordered 

people to seal the gate of the sect, and the sect’s mountain protection array 

has also been activated.” “But soon they 

will It can be broken, this time the demon cultivator Hu Yixiao brought from 

Mingli King City is very powerful!” 

Liu Ruyan hurriedly explained to David! 

“Okay, let’s go back, wait for me, be sure to resist!” 

After David finished speaking, he hung up the communication directly, didn’t 

even eat, and ran out quickly! 

“Hey…” Princess Isa chased her out, “David, what are you doing? Who was that 

woman just now?” 

Princess Isa was guessing Liu Ruyan’s identity when she heard Liu Ruyan’s 

voice! 



“It’s just a friend, you wait for me to say goodbye to your father, don’t let him 

not know my whereabouts.” “ 

I’m going to the Jade Cauldron to deal with things this time, you let your 

father take care of it!” 

David said to Follow Princess Isa to explain quickly! 

“Hey… Is the Jade Cauldron Sect in danger? What is your relationship with the 

Jade Cauldron Sect? Do you want me to go with you?” 

Princess Yisha asked David a series of questions! 

It’s a pity that David couldn’t hear any of them. At this time, David had already 

run several miles away! 

“Hmph, you care so much about other women, but you ignore me…” 

Princess Yisha pouted dissatisfiedly, but she still went to find Yihe Yaohuang 

and told Yihe Yaohuang about David! 

When David rushed to Jade Cauldron Sect, before the Jade Cauldron Sect’s 

gate, Hu Yixiao led hundreds of beast soldiers from Mingli King City to 

surround Jade Cauldron Sect. 

And beside Hu Yixiao, a thin old man was muttering something! 

This old man is a guard of the Mingli King City, and his strength has reached 

the fifth rank of the Composite Realm. King Li sent this elder here to help Hu 

Yixiao seize the position of the suzerain of the Jade Cauldron Sect! 

A guard at the fifth rank of the Composite Body Realm is enough to help Hu 

Yixiao regain the suzerain position. You must know that the strongest member 

of the Jade Cauldron Sect is only the Second Elder, who is only the third rank 

of the Composite Body Realm! 



The current Hu Yixiao still doesn’t know that the Second Elder did not seize 

the Jade Cauldron Sect and become the suzerain, but now the suzerain is Liu 

Ruyan! 

“General Qi, you may have broken this mountain protection formation?” 

Hu Yixiao asked the guard beside him respectfully! 

Chapter 2728 
“A mere formation, how can it be difficult for me…” 

General Qi sneered and said! 

I saw that General Qi kept chanting the formulas in his mouth, and one after 

another runes rose from his body, and then floated in mid-air, emitting rays of 

light, constantly shining on the mountain guard formation! 

Rumbling… 

Along with the sound, the mountain-protecting formation began to shake 

continuously, and the entire Jade Cauldron Sect also shook. It seemed that the 

mountain-protecting formation could not last long! 

At this moment, in the main hall of the Jade Cauldron Sect, the dull 

atmosphere is extremely oppressive! 

Liu Ruyan sat on the suzerain’s seat, frowning tightly, with a serious expression 

on her face! 

“Sect Master, our mountain protection formation may not last long, you 

should escape from the secret path, I will stay and resist Hu Yixiao.” The 

third elder persuaded Liu Ruyan! 



They all knew that Hu Yixiao brought the people from Mingli King City this 

time, and also brought a fifth-grade expert of the Composite Body Realm. 

They are definitely not opponents! 

If the formation protecting the mountain is breached, what they will face is a 

massacre. As the suzerain, Liu Ruyan cannot be killed! 

As long as Liu Ruyan is still there, Jade Cauldron Sect is still there! 

“Third Elder, I have already contacted David, and he is probably on his way 

now…” “ 

As the suzerain, how can I escape in battle? Even if I die, I will die in the Jade 

Cauldron Sect!” 

Liu Ru Yan said firmly! 

“Sect Master, even if Mr. Chen is on the way, it may take some time to reach 

the Jade Cauldron Sect, but our mountain protection formation may not last 

long.” “You should follow the arrangement of the 

third elder. Here, our Jade Cauldron Sect is still here!” 

“Don’t worry, we will never yield to that Hu Yixiao, even if he was my mentor 

before, I will never betray the Sect Master!” 

Nie Heng also persuaded Liu Ruyan! 

They all hope that Liu Ruyan can escape from the secret passage! 

“Okay, stop trying to persuade me. I won’t leave. At worst, I’ll die!” “ 

The top priority is, we need to find a way to delay the time.” 

Liu Ruyan waved her hand, signaling not to persuade her to leave up! 



“Sovereign, even if Mr. Chen is here, with his strength, I’m afraid it will be 

difficult to deal with the fifth-grade monks of the Composite Realm. After all, 

he has just been promoted to the Composite Realm!” “Although he can deal 

with the third-grade monks of the Composite Realm, it 

should It’s the limit, no one can leapfrog so many battles, right?” “ 

So the suzerain should leave quickly, don’t put all your hopes on Mr. Chen!” 

The third elder didn’t think that David would be able to deal with the fifth-

grade bodybuilder when he came. Strong! 

After all, David had just been promoted to the Composite Body Realm. 

Although David defeated Zhe Yan and could easily handle the Second Elder, 

they were only the third rank of the Composite Body Realm after all. 

But this time, what Hu Yixiao brought with him was the guard of the fifth rank 

of the Mingli King City’s Fusion Realm. Can David still deal with it? 

“Third Elder, I believe in David. If even David can’t save us, it will be my fate.” 

Liu Ruyan’s eyes flashed with brilliance, she had blind confidence in David! 

In her heart, David is an omnipotent warrior! 

“Sovereign, it really doesn’t work, shall we invite the Supreme Elder?” 

Nie Heng said! 

“The Supreme Elder can’t stay in seclusion. No one can invite him to move 

him. Unless the Jade Cauldron Sect is about to be destroyed, he will come out 

by himself. Otherwise, he won’t move when the sky falls.” Liu Ruyan shook her 

head and said 

! 



“Sect Master, isn’t this crisis the Jade Cauldron Sect facing destruction?” 

Nie Heng asked puzzled! 

“Nie Heng, Hu Yixiao is also the elder of the Jade Cauldron Sect. He led people 

to attack the Jade Cauldron Sect just to seize power, not to destroy the Jade 

Cauldron Sect. 

” , if the Supreme Elder wants to take care of it, the last time the Second Elder 

showed up with a demon cultivator like Zhe Yan, the Supreme Elder should 

come forward to stop it.” The Third Elder followed 

Nie Heng and explained! 

Chapter 2729 
When Nie Heng heard this, he stopped talking. Now the Grand Elder can’t 

count on him, he can only count on David! 

But now David doesn’t know where he is, and he doesn’t know if he has to 

spend more time to come to Jade Cauldron Sect! 

Seeing that the formation protecting the mountain is about to be broken, it is 

uncertain whether it can hold on until David arrives! 

“Sect Master, I’ll go meet Hu Yixiao and delay the time…” 

The third elder decided to come forward, delay the time, and wait for David to 

arrive! 

“I’ll go too. After all, we are masters and apprentices, so we can buy some 

time.” 

Nie Heng also hurriedly said! 



Liu Ruyan nodded and said, “Okay, you two have to be careful, if something 

happens, immediately retreat to the main hall, the protective formation is 

broken, we can still rely on this main hall to resist for a while!” “Understood!” 

The third elder and 

Nie 

Heng Turn around and leave the hall to delay time! 

Liu Ruyan leaned on the suzerain’s throne, with anticipation in her eyes! 

“David, I don’t know if I can wait for you…” 

Liu Ruyan walked back from David, never forgetting David! 

Now that they are in danger, Liu Ruyan doesn’t know if David can make it 

there. If David can’t make it in time, then the two of them will be separated, 

and they will never see each other again! 

…………… 

Jade Cauldron Sect Mountain Gate! 

Hu Yixiao looked a little surprised at the third elder and Nie Heng who came 

out! 

“Third Junior Brother, I didn’t expect you to compromise.” 

“Second Junior Brother now sits on the suzerain throne, isn’t it awesome? Even 

my senior brother doesn’t come to see each other.” 

Hu Yixiao said coldly to the Third Elder! 

Hu Yixiao thought that the third elder would definitely accompany Liu Ruyan 

to fight to the death, and he would never submit to the second elder! 



But now it seems that the third elder has also taken refuge in the second 

elder! 

“Nie Heng, you are my big disciple, and I have high hopes for you as a 

teacher.” “ 

The last time I ran away as a teacher, it was also a helpless move. This time, I 

lead people to take back everything that belongs to me. Now you take this 

mountain guard The array is closed, come to my teacher, I will let it go!” 

Hu Yixiao looked at Nie Heng again and said! 

Nie Heng and the third elder looked at each other, and they suddenly had an 

idea in their hearts! 

Since Hu Yixiao didn’t know that the second elder was dead, and now Ruyan 

Liu is the suzerain, then they can take advantage of this information gap! 

“Master, it’s great that you can bring people back, but I can’t close the 

mountain protection formation. The second uncle holds the right to open and 

close the mountain protection formation in his own hands! 

” Uncle Master used to control the formations of the entire Jade Cauldron 

Sect, but now he doesn’t trust me at all, so I don’t know how to close this 

mountain protection formation.” 

Nie Heng said seriously! 

Seeing Nie Heng’s expression, Hu Yixiao believed it. After all, Nie Heng was his 

disciple, and the second elder would not believe it easily! 

“Eldest senior brother, after you escaped, the second senior brother took 

advantage of those demon cultivators to occupy the entire Jade Cauldron Sect 

and locked up the eldest lady.” “ 

We had no choice but to compromise and obey his orders!” “ 



Now you are back , It’s really great, when you are the suzerain of our Jade 

Cauldron Sect, at least you will be open and aboveboard, and you will never 

collude with Moxiu. 

” The aristocratic family knows that no one will cooperate with our Jade 

Cauldron Sect!” 

The third elder looked excited, showing that he welcomes Hu Yixiao to bring 

someone back! 

Seeing the behavior of the third elder and Nie Heng, Hu Yixiao was a little 

confused for a moment. He really thought that his return was expected by 

everyone. 

“Don’t worry, you two, the mountain protection formation will be broken soon, 

and then the Jade Cauldron Sect Master will still be mine.” “As long as 

you are obedient, your positions will still be the same as before!” 

Hu Yixiao followed the third elder and Nie Heng Promise! 

Chapter 2730 
“Master, you can’t destroy this mountain protection formation!” 

Nie Heng said hastily! 

“What’s the matter? If I don’t break the formation, how can I lead people into 

the Jade Cauldron Sect?” 

Hu Yixiao was stunned! 

“Master, this Jade Cauldron Sect will belong to you sooner or later. Anything 

you destroy in the Jade Cauldron Sect will be your own.” “Do you know 



how much resources it takes to deploy this great mountain protection array?” 

“Now that you have destroyed the mountain protection formation, when you 

become the suzerain, do you still have the ability to build such a large 

formation?” “ 

Even if you have the ability, how much resources will be consumed by our 

Jade Cauldron Sect! 

” The elder Shang knows, what will he think if you destroyed the Jade 

Cauldron Sect’s mountain protection array?” 

Nie Heng asked a series of questions, which instantly stunned Hu Yixiao! 

Especially when Nie Heng talked about the Supreme Elder, Hu Yixiao’s face 

changed! 

Although he came with people from Mingli King City, he is not afraid of 

anyone from the Jade Cauldron Sect, but he is afraid of the Supreme Elder! 

After all, the Supreme Elder is an eighth-rank monk in the Body Fit Realm, 

which is much stronger than the General Qi he brought. If the Supreme Elder 

is really alarmed, they may not be able to eat and walk away! 

“If I don’t break the formation, how can I enter the Jade Cauldron Sect, and 

how can I regain the position of suzerain?” 

Hu Yixiao asked in a very difficult way! 

“Master, I have discussed with Third Martial Uncle, don’t break the formation 

first, Third Martial Uncle and I will find a way to subdue Second Martial Uncle, 

when the time comes, let him open the mountain protection formation, and 

you will be able to regain the suzerain position without bloodshed! “ 

“If you force your way in, there will be a fight at that time. Those disciples who 

died of the Jade Cauldron Sect will all be under your command!” 



Seeing that Hu Yixiao believed it, Nie Heng hurriedly struck while the iron was 

hot! 

When Hu Yixiao heard this, he nodded quickly, and said to General Qi, 

“General Qi, stop, stop, don’t break the formation…” “ 

Sect Master Hu, what’s the matter?” 

General Qi seemed a little displeased when he was disturbed! 

“General Qi, I have a way to take back the Jade Cauldron Sect without 

bloodshed. Don’t break the formation.” “You just 

need to stand here and cheer me on. They will be scared to death when they 

see General Qi’s majesty. They will all surrender obediently.” 

Hu Yixiao flattered General Qi, after all, the other party was from Mingli King 

City, if Hu Yixiao forced orders, they might not obey him! 

This flattery really made General Qi very useful, so with a wave of his hand, 

those runes in mid-air returned to General Qi one after another! 

Seeing General Qi stop, Hu Yixiao hurriedly said to Nie Heng, “Nie Heng, hurry 

up and follow your third uncle. You must capture your second uncle alive and 

not let him run away!” “Don’t worry, master, second uncle! 

” It would never have occurred to us that we have already discussed it…” 

Nie Heng nodded with a smile, and then winked at the third elder! 

The third elder said to Hu Yixiao, “Senior brother, just wait for our good 

news…” The 

third elder followed Nie Heng and turned away, while Hu Yixiao was full of 

complacency, waiting for the Jade Cauldron Sect to be taken down without 

bloodshed! 



The third elder and Nie Heng returned to the main hall, Liu Ruyan hurriedly 

asked, “Third elder, did the formation break, why did you come back so soon?” 

“Sect 

Master, Hu Yixiao has stopped breaking the formation, we can first Rest 

assured for a while.” 

The third elder smiled. 

“Stop breaking the formation, what’s going on?” 

Liu Ruyan asked in confusion! 

The third elder hurriedly told the story of Nie Heng fooling Hu Yixiao, which 

immediately caused everyone to burst into laughter, and the atmosphere 

became much more relaxed! 

They didn’t expect Hu Yixiao to really believe it, and now they won’t be in 

danger for the time being. 

“Sovereign, although we have fooled Hu Yixiao for the time being, he should 

be able to react. After all, the second senior brother is dead. Where can we go 

and catch the second senior brother for him!” “So the most urgent thing is to 

let Mr. Chen speed up 

. Make a good strategy to meet the enemy!” 

said the third elder! 

 


